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Electronic and atomic structures associated with a vacancy-type oxygen deficiency in an amorphous
alumina model are studied by first-principles calculations. The energy levels of the oxygen defects
significantly shift depending on their charge states because of remarkable changes of local atomic
structures. That is different in character from the � crystal case. We discuss a possibility of the
oxygen defects as a conductive path and present an atomistic mechanism of the resistive switching
effects in the memory devices. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3548549�

Alumina is a useful material for electronic device
applications,1,2 and amorphous phases are used in many of
its applications rather than crystalline phases. Such applica-
tions require knowledge of defect levels in a band gap.
However, the understanding of defect properties in the amor-
phous phases is limited compared with that in the crystalline
phases. Comparative studies of amorphous and crystalline
defects provide us with insight to clarify which is suitable for
electronic device applications.

This work is motivated by the amorphous alumina as a
candidate material for the resistive random access memory
�ReRAM�, which attracts great interest as a future nonvola-
tile memory.3–6 The ReRAM has a capacitorlike structure
and utilizes a reversible resistive switching effect operated
by an applied voltage. Though the microscopic mechanisms
of resistive switching are not yet clear, defects have been
considered as a key factor for revealing its atomistic
origin.7–10

For the amorphous alumina ReRAM, experimental
analyses have shown the reduced O/Al ratio at the current
conduction paths, and the electronic defect bands in the band
gap have been observed.3,4 The results suggest oxygen defi-
ciencies as a possible cause of the current conduction paths.
In this study, we perform first-principles calculations of the
amorphous alumina with vacancy-type oxygen defects and
discuss a ReRAM mechanism.

We used an amorphous Al2O3 periodic supercell model,
which is composed of 48 Al and 72 O atoms/cell connected
by the Al–O bonds.11 The coordination numbers of Al in the
model are four �60.4% of Al�, five �29.2%�, and six �10.4%�,
and the density is 3.27 g /cm3, consistent with experimental
results.11–13 To study the vacancy-type oxygen deficiencies, a
single O−q ion �q=0, 1, or 2� was removed from the model
structure and then the atomic structures were fully relaxed.
This procedure was done for the 72 inequivalent O sites for
each q �We describe the removed O−q site as the vacancy VO

q

for both the � crystal and the amorphous model�.
The first-principles calculations are based on the

density functional theory �DFT� within the local density ap-
proximation �LDA� and the plane-wave pseudo-potential
method,14–17 and done by the PHASE code in nonmagnetic
states. Charged defects were calculated by assuming the

presence of a compensating uniform background.18 A plane-
wave cutoff energy of 25 Ry was used and self-consistency
was attained by adopting the � only k-point sampling.
Atomic structures were relaxed until all atomic forces be-
came less than 1 mRy/Bohr. To calculate the density of states
�DOS�, the k-point sampling was increased to the uniform
4�4�4 mesh.

The calculated band gap of the defect-free �-crystal 120-
atom supercell is 6.04 eV, and that of the amorphous model
is 3.76 eV. The experimental band gaps of the � and the
amorphous phases are 8.8 and 5–7 eV, respectively.11,19,20

The band gap of the amorphous is smaller than that of the �
crystal in both the calculations and the experiments. Note,
however, that the DFT-LDA calculations underestimate the
experimental band gaps.

Figure 1 shows the DOS of the � crystal supercell with a
single VO

q . In the band gap, the energy levels associated with
VO

0 �fully-occupied state�, VO
+1 �half-filled state�, and VO

+2

�empty state� appear at 2.57, 3.07, and 3.66 eV relative to the
bulk valence band edges, respectively. The level shift by q
results from atomic structure relaxations at VO. The Al–O
bond lengths in the � crystal are 1.86 and 1.96 Å, and the
Al-VO distances are 1.81 and 1.98 Å �VO

0 �, 2.00 and 2.07 Å
�VO

+1�, and 2.17 and 2.15 Å �VO
+2�.

a�Electronic mail: MOMIDA.Hiroyoshi@nims.go.jp.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Calculated density of states �DOS� for the VO
q in �

crystal. Broken lines show bulk band edges. Arrows indicate mid-gap levels.
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Figure 2�a� shows the calculated energy levels of VO
q in

the band gap for the amorphous model. The energy levels
appear in the band gap for all VO

q s, and are scattered in a
wide energy range depending on the removed O sites. The
energy ranges are 0.51–2.51 eV �VO

0 �, 1.30–3.58 eV �VO
+1�,

and 2.39–3.64 eV �VO
+2� relative to the bulk valence band

edge. The levels shift higher in energy with increasing q for
each individual VO site. The statistical simple averages �stan-
dard deviations� of the energy levels are 1.44 eV �0.51 eV�
�VO

0 �, 2.47 eV �0.59 eV� �VO
+1�, and 3.43 eV �0.19 eV� �VO

+2�
relative to the bulk valence band edge. The averaged energy
difference between VO

q and VO
q+1 is about 1 eV, which is about

twice as large as that in the � crystal. It is remarkable that
the VO

+2 levels are in the narrow energy range and close to the
bulk conduction band edge.

Figure 2�b� shows the partial electron density of the VO
q

level �the energetically most stable VO�. The VO
0 level shows

the spatially localized character and arises from the strong
interaction between the neighboring Al orbitals with the
small p-type orbitals of the surrounding O atoms. Compared
with VO

0 , the unoccupied VO
+2 level shows the delocalized

character with the high density at VO. Similar delocalized VO
+2

characters in an amorphous HfO2 have been also found by
first-principles.21

Focusing attention on the energetically stable VOs, there
are many VO sites where the energy difference between VO

+1

and VO
+2 is very small. This special character differs from the

crystal case and the averaged character. Because such VOs
are relatively energetically stable, it is expected that these
VOs exist with a high frequency in amorphous phases.

Figure 3 shows the DOS for energetically stable VO
q s.

For the most stable VO �Fig. 3�a��, the energy levels at the �
are 1.61 eV �VO

0 �, 3.41 eV �VO
+1�, and 3.41 eV �VO

+2�, which

shows the special character of the amorphous phase. For the
second-most stable VO �Fig. 3�b��, the levels are 1.49 eV
�VO

0 �, 2.33 eV �VO
+1�, and 3.47 eV �VO

+2�, and this shows the
averaged character.

Figure 4 shows the atomic structures at the most and the
second-most stable VO

q s. After a neutral O atom is removed
from the defect-free model, most of the Al neighboring the
VO move toward the VO because of the interaction between
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Calculated mid-gap energy levels at the � of the
VO

q s in the amorphous model for q=0 �solid squares�, +1 �open squares�, and
+2 �circles�. Bulk band edges are at the energy origin and shown by the
solid line. The model index of VO is arranged in ascending order of its
formation energy averaged over q, i.e., Model-1 is energetically most stable.
�b� Model-1 structure for q=0 �left� and +2 �right�. VO is placed at the center
of the unit cell. An isodensity surface of electron density of the mid-gap
level is plotted for 0.002 e /Bohr3.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Calculated density of states �DOS� for the VO
q in the

amorphous model, �a� the most and �b� the second-most energetically stable
VOs. Broken lines show bulk band edges. Arrows indicate mid-gap levels.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Local atomic structures of �a� the most and �b� the
second-most energetically stable VOs in the amorphous model. Al-VO dis-
tances are in angstroms. O-coordination numbers of Al are shown in
parentheses.
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the neighboring Al, as shown in Fig. 2�b�. Thus, for VO
0 , most

of the Al-VO distances are shorter than the corresponding
Al–O distances in the defect-free model, and consequently,
the Al–Al distances are shortened. The shortest Al–Al dis-
tance at VO

0 �2.60 Å in the most stable model and 2.61 Å in
the second-most stable model� is shorter than that in the �
crystal �2.68 Å� and the nearest Al–Al distance in the fcc Al
metal �2.86 Å�.

Comparing VO
+2 with VO

0 , the local structure relaxation is
significantly large and causes the coordination number
changes of Al. The outward relaxations of Al and the inward
relaxations of O from VO are found in most cases due to the
lack of interaction between the Al orbitals in the empty VO

+2

state and the ionic potential change. The changes of the
Al-VO distances by q in the amorphous are much larger than
that in the � crystal, and this accounts for the larger energy
level shift by q. The VO

+2 local structure is not apparently
recognized as a vacancy unlike the crystal case, because the
bulklike O-coordination of Al is recovered. This explains the
reduced VO character in Fig. 2�b� and the narrow width of the
VO

+2 energy levels.
VO

+1 structures cause two types of energy level shifts by q
�Fig. 3�. In the most stable VO �Fig. 4�a��, the VO

+1 structure is
largely relaxed from the VO

0 structure, and the atomic struc-
tures show very little change between VO

+1 and VO
+2. Thus, this

explains the little change of the energy levels between VO
+1

and VO
+2 �Fig. 3�a��. In the second-most stable VO �Fig. 4�b��,

the Al-VO distances gradually increase as the q increases.
Thus, the VO

q energy level increases gradually as the q in-
creases �Fig. 3�b��.

The calculated results show that the VO levels appear in
the band gap. The formation of defect bands in the band gap
can be speculated on if the VO density becomes high enough
to interact with each other. Thus, the VO is a possible origin
of the current conduction paths in the ReRAM, in addition to
metallic Al defects pointed out experimentally.5,6

Finally, we propose an atomistic mechanism of the resis-
tive switching assuming high a VO density. When VOs are in
filled states by electron injection, Al atoms become close and
then a metallic band appears in the band gap. When VOs are
in empty states by electron ejection, Al atoms move away
from the VO with large energy level shifts toward the bulk
conduction band edge �i.e., the vacancy character is sup-
pressed�; thus, disconnections of the mid-gap electronic
conduction paths occur. Former and later correspond to low

and high resistance states, respectively. The VO formation/
annihilation by O migrations reported previously for
transition-metal oxides8,10 is also a candidate mechanism in
amorphous alumina. If the presented mechanism is the domi-
nant cause of the resistive switching, an amorphous seems to
be more suitable for a ReRAM material than crystals, be-
cause the energy levels and atomic structures associated with
VO are more sensitive to its charge states.
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